
product offering

2/90 Sign Systems has been providing wayfinding solutions for over 40 years. Our sign systems respond 
quickly and clearly when change happens. In addition to changeable signage, 2/90 also offers a series of 
products to help promote safety. These products include seat barriers and floor decals for social distancing, 
window signs to hold custom paper messages, and protective barriers to prevent the spread of germs.

SOCIAL DISTANCING

Proximity seating a problem? RESERVED Seat Barrier is a better solution than paper messages to ensure 
the safety of those in your care. Strategically place seat barriers creating a visual and physical barricade 
to eliminate close seating in public. RESERVED installs easily with an adjustable hook and loop strap.

RESERVED™ Seat Barriers

RSB
11”(h) x 8.5”(w) Seat Unavailable Sign with
(2) 3”(w) x 48”(l) Hook and Loop Straps

We’re in this together. 2/90 Sign Systems is ready to help.



2/90 Sign Systems’ Messages™ Window Signs provide communication where it matters most. The right 
message, in the right location, at the right time makes all the difference to ensure everyone has the 
information they need. Signs ship with complementary paper message or print your own.
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Promote healthy social distancing with strategically placed floor decals available in a variety of sizes and 
shapes for carpet, hard floors, and outdoor applications. 2/90 Sign Systems introduces Step On It™ Floor 
Decals to help everyone navigate safely through your interior and exterior space.

STEP ON IT™ Floor Decals

KlikLess Portrait
Wall-Mounted
KLWS-11X8.5

23.5”x27”x.25”
Small Freestanding 
FSPB-SM

30”x36”x.25”
Large Freestanding
FSPB-LG

In Germany, it is polite to say “gesundheit” after someone sneezes, which means “health”. 2/90 Sign Systems 
introduces Gesundheit™ Protective Barriers to help stop the spread of germs and promote good health.

GESUNDHEIT™ Protective Barriers

MESSAGES™ Window Signs

12” Small Circle 
Interior | Exterior
IFD-SM | EFD-SM

17.25”Large Circle
Interior | Exterior
IFD-LG | EFD-LG

2’x3’ Rectangle
Interior | Exterior
RIFD | REFD

Arc 2-Sided
Freestanding
ARC-FS (11”x8.5”x48”)

KlikLess Landscape
Wall-Mounted
KLWS-8.5X11

31.5”x23.5”x.25”
Panel Mount
PMPB-SM

CONTACT US FOR YOUR SOCIAL DISTANCING NEEDS TODAY!

12” Small Arrow Circle 
Interior | Exterior
IFD-AR | EFD-AR

NOTE: Lead-time in as little as one week. Due to the high demand of these products, prices and lead-times are subject to change. 
Specification drawings are available by request.


